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Meet Nick Monday: a private detective who’s more Columbo than Sam Spade, more Magnum P.I. than
Philip Marlowe. As San Francisco’s infamous luck poacher, Nick doesn’t know whether his ability to swipe
other people’s fortunes with a simple handshake is a blessing or a curse. Ever since his youth, Nick has
swallowed more than a few bitter truths when it comes to wheeling and dealing in destinies. Because
whether the highest bidders of Nick’s serendipitous booty are celebrities, yuppies, or douche bag vegans, the
unsavory fact remains: luck is the most powerful, addictive, and dangerous drug of them all. And no amount
of cappuccinos, Lucky Charms, or apple fritters can sweeten the notion that Nick might be exactly what his
father once claimed—as ambitious as a fart.

That is, until Tuesday Knight, the curvy brunette who also happens to be the mayor’s daughter, approaches
Nick with an irresistible offer: $100,000 to retrieve her father’s stolen luck. Could this high-stakes deal let
Nick do right? Or will kowtowing to another greedmonger’s demands simply fund Nick’s addiction to
corporate coffee bars while his morality drains down the toilet? Before he downs his next mocha, Nick finds
himself at the mercy of a Chinese mafia kingpin and with no choice but to scour the city for the purest kind
of luck, a hunt more titillating than softcore porn. All he has to do to stay ahead of the game is remember that
you can’t take something from someone without eventually paying like hell for it. . . .
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From reader reviews:

Richard Reid:

Have you spare time to get a day? What do you do when you have a lot more or little spare time? That's why,
you can choose the suitable activity regarding spend your time. Any person spent their very own spare time
to take a wander, shopping, or went to often the Mall. How about open or read a book eligible Lucky
Bastard? Maybe it is to be best activity for you. You know beside you can spend your time along with your
favorite's book, you can better than before. Do you agree with it is opinion or you have different opinion?

Joan Burton:

Do you have something that that suits you such as book? The guide lovers usually prefer to pick book like
comic, limited story and the biggest you are novel. Now, why not hoping Lucky Bastard that give your
enjoyment preference will be satisfied through reading this book. Reading addiction all over the world can be
said as the method for people to know world considerably better then how they react toward the world. It
can't be stated constantly that reading behavior only for the geeky man but for all of you who wants to end
up being success person. So , for all of you who want to start reading through as your good habit, you can
pick Lucky Bastard become your own starter.

Gail Cote:

You may spend your free time to see this book this book. This Lucky Bastard is simple to bring you can read
it in the area, in the beach, train in addition to soon. If you did not possess much space to bring the printed
book, you can buy the e-book. It is make you easier to read it. You can save typically the book in your smart
phone. Therefore there are a lot of benefits that you will get when you buy this book.

Daniel Scott:

Reading a reserve make you to get more knowledge from that. You can take knowledge and information
from a book. Book is prepared or printed or illustrated from each source which filled update of news. Within
this modern era like today, many ways to get information are available for a person. From media social such
as newspaper, magazines, science publication, encyclopedia, reference book, story and comic. You can add
your understanding by that book. Are you ready to spend your spare time to open your book? Or just seeking
the Lucky Bastard when you essential it?
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